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InStAllAtIon
This evaporator pad is designed to fit the HUMBSBP-
12H6- -A or HUMBLBP-17H6- -A humidifier models. The 
evaporator pad is coated with a non-soluble wetting 
agent to increase humidifier efficiency. Some of the 
coating may dust off during transit. This will not affect 
the efficiency of the evaporator pad.

To replace a used pad, remove the front cover by pulling 
the snap on the bottom/underside of the cover out & 
down (Figure 2). Lift the cover off the tabs on top (Figure 
1).  Remove the vapor pad assembly (includes the 
trough, drain pan and vapor pad) from the humidifier.   
Lift the trough off the top and slide used pad out of drain 
pan.   

Clean excessive mineral deposits from trough and drain 
pan.  Flush mineral deposits out of drain hose to prevent 
overflow condition during heating season.

With black patch on vapor pad on the top (opposite side 
of the drain pan, see Figure 3), place the evaporator pad 
into drain pan.  Replace trough.  Install pad assembly, 
etc.  Replace cover by first aligning the top “tabs” and 
then “Snapping” the cover back on.

If humidifier has been in service for more than three 
years, remove the strainer assembly at the inlet of the 
solenoid valve.  Pull the orifice fitting from the outlet of 
the solenoid valve and clean all parts.   If the orifice is 
clogged, it may be opened by inserting a small needle. 

Start air handler blower and check operation of unit after 
servicing.  Ensure no leaks are present before leaving.

Humidifier Model Replacement Evaporator 
Pad Part

HUMBSBP-12H6--A     7738002906

HUMBLBP-17H8--A 7738001907
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For technical support or replacement parts, contact:

Bosch Group 
(954) 776-5471 
Monday-Friday: 8am – 5 pm EST
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